
The Pricelist of Assay Office services
Prices are excluse of VAT.

The text is a free translation from Estonian. In case of differences the Estonian text will be primary.

Prices are in force from 01.01.2018
Code The service Unit Price EUR

700000 Price by hour hour 50,00
HALLMARKING

701021 Hallmarking of Ag items: single item or first 5 pieces from the batch (1) pc. 1,20
701022 Hallmarking of Ag items: next (from the 6th) items from the  batch (1,2) pc. 0,35
701031 Hallmarking of not finished silver dinner-dish item pc. 0,70
701032 Hallmarking of finished silver dinner-dish item pc. 1,60
701041 Hallmarking of Au items: single item or first 5 pieces from the batch (1) pc. 1,60
701042 Hallmarking of Au items: the next (from the 6th) items from the batch (1,2) pc. 0,50
701050 Hallmarking of item made of Pt or Pd pc. 1,60
701060 Hallmarking of precious metal item with mass over 100g pc. 15,00
701070 Hallmarking of old and repaired jewellery pc. 6,00
701080 Additional payment for laser Hallmarking mark 0,45
701090 Report of jewellery hallmarking pc. 15,00

NON-HALLMARKING SERVICES  
Marking of jewellery items with compulsory marks (Sponsor mark & Fineness Mark)

701121 Mechanical marking of silver items pc. 0,25
701131 Mechanical marking of Au, Pt, Pd items pc. 0,35
701133 Destruction of the false marks (1 mark) pc. 0,20
701134 Lasering marking of precious metal items (1 mark) pc. 1,00

Analyses
702011 Potentiometric determination (Ag-alloys) ISO 11427 pc. 50,00
702012 Cupellation (Au- alloys) ISO 11426 pc. 100,00
7020131 Gravimetric determination (Pt-alloys) ISO 11489 pc. 150,00

(1) The products, submtted for the Hallmarking  must be sorted to the batches. The batch is the same mudel items in one pack.

(2) In case when  products are unsorted, unpacked or with labels there will be additional fee for service up to 20%.

7020131 Gravimetric determination (Pt-alloys) ISO 11489 pc. 150,00
7020132 Gravimetric determination (Pd-alloys) ISO 11490 pc. 150,00
7020141 X-Ray analysis with validated method, samples with mass under 200 g (1 element) pc. 15,00
7020142 X-Ray analysis with validated method, samples with mass 200 - 999.9 g (1 element) pc. 20,00
7020143 X-Ray analysis with validated method, samples with mass 1000 - 2500 g or granules (1 element) pc. 26,00
702015 Qualitative determination of nickel's release (1 item) pc. 10,00
702017 AAS analysis: determination of one element from solutionof solution (1 element) pc. 20,00
702018 AAS analysis: preparation of the sample pc. 40,00
702019 Duplicate of the Report of analysis pc. 5,00

Expertise
702080 Expertise of material, jewelery (1 item) pc. 60,00
702081 The expert's statement's dublicate in english or russian pc. 30,00

Gemmology
703041 Quality analysis report of jewellery (3) pc. 18,00
703042 Gemstone identification report (3) pc. 15,00
703043 Identification of gemstone (1 stone) pc. 12,00
703044 Duplicate of the Gemstone identification report pc. 10,00
703045 Duplicate of the Quality analysis report of jewellery pc. 10,00
703050 Determination of diamond's nature (1 stone/1 item) pc. 7,00
703052 Diamond's calibration, less or equal to 0,99 ct (1pc or total mass in 1 jewellery ) pc. 15,00
703053 Diamond's calibration, 1,00-4,99 ct (1pc or total mass in 1 jewellery ) pc. 20,00
703054 Diamond's calibration, over 5,00 ct (1pc or total mass in 1 jewellery) pc. 35,00
703060 In case of more than with 1 gemstone set jewellery -for each next gemstone is the additional payment pc. 0,65
703070 Label for gemstones set jewellery (in the case of 5 hallmarked items of the same mudel) pc. 5,00-10,00
703071 Label for gemstones set jewellery (in the case of single item) (3) pc. 2,00
703046 Valuation of the jewellery item (3) pc. 10,00

Auxiliary services
703010 Consultation in the precious metals/ gemstones field hour 60,00
703031 Sponsor Mark's Imaging and sketching pc. 10,00-20,00
703032 Laser ingraving- imaging and sketching pc. 10,00-65,00
703033 Laser ingraving, printed mark pc. 0,35
703034 Laser ingraving, logo pc. 3,5-50,00
703080 Additional payment for reception (if service's cost is below 2 EUR)

(3) Reports  will be issued after completing the service of testing

703080 Additional payment for reception (if service's cost is below 2 EUR)
703090 Qualitative determination of Au ja Agwith touchstone (1 item) pc. 2,00
709000 Materials

Minimum fee for service is 2 euro


